INTRODUCTION

We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you on your purchase of our audio component. With the latest technology and workmanship that goes into making this equipment, you can be assured of its high quality performance for many years to come.

We have fitted a comprehensive range of controls and features for your convenience. Designed for both versatility and ease of operation, this piece of equipment will add professional studio flexibility to your Hi-Fi sound center. The performance is exceptional, allowing you to experience true high fidelity. Its full and natural sound reproduction offers you musical entertainment approaching that of live performances. We sincerely hope you will treasure this professional type component. In order to obtain the maximum use out of your equipment, we urge you to read the following pages of this Owner's Manual carefully.

WARNING — TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARD, DO NOT EXPOSE THIS APPLIANCE TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.
System Connections

Before Enjoyment
For safety take in mind the following cautious:

1. Do not connect the unit to the AC power line without speakers connected beforehand.
2. Make sure also that the power switch is left off and the master volume control is set at minimum before plunging in the power cord to a wall outlet.

3. Speakers
   a) Impedance — Be sure to use speakers rated at 8 ohms or higher up to 16 ohms. In the event your speakers are rated at 4 ohms or lower than desired 8 ohms, you may operate with one pair of such type of speakers at a time but never two pairs of speaker system simultaneously. This measure is to prevent any severe overload and distortions from happening due basically to too low impedance to draw excessively high current. When you are uncertain on your speakers rating values, consult with the dealer or store you purchased.
   b) Connection — Before connecting speaker leads to the terminals on appliance make sure also no loose stray strands of wire is left in order to prevent any shorting between speaker leads or terminals to main chassis. This shorting malfunction may be common cause of blown fuses or overload.
   4. Always use the fuse, if necessary to replace, of same type and rating as the one installed on the unit. Replacing fuse incorrectly with higher rating will defeat the purpose of protection and may cause severe damage instead.
   5. Furnished Convenience AC Outlet
      a) Do not insert or remove plug from any convenience AC outlet supplied on the appliance while the appliance is connected to power. Also do not insert foreign object, other than a proper plug, into the convenience AC outlet.
      b) Do not connect any appliance(s) to convenience AC outlet if its/their total power consumption exceeds maximum rated watts labeled next to the outlet.

Locating the Unit
Although the unit normally does not develop high heat, it should be placed in such a way that its ventilation system will not be impeded. Place the unit on a hard surface — any conveniently located shelf or table where not affected by heat or moisture. Leave at least 5 cm (2 inches) clearance on each side and in the rear of the unit, and about 10 cm (4 inches) above the unit. Never directly place an object on the top of the unit.

Speakers Placement
1. Main Speakers — Refer to a pair of speakers connected to the SPEAKER 1 terminals on the unit’s rear panel. Place the main speakers against a wall or on a shelf so that they face your selected listening position and are equal distance from you. For optimum stereo effect, they should be 3 to 4 meters (10 to 15 feet) apart and, if possible, at about ear level height. You may determine best locations to suit your personal tastes and listening conditions.

2. Remote Speakers — If you wish to enjoy stereo sound in another room, you can connect another pair of speakers to the SPEAKER 2 terminals. Though you may require long cables between the unit and the remote speakers, make sure they are not longer than 15 to 20 meters (50 to 60 feet) in length and that they are of heavy duty shielded type in order to prevent loss of volume level. Follow the procedure described in the item 1 above for placing the remote speakers.

Speaker Connection
As shown in Fig. 1, the speaker terminals are quick screw insert type, and are arranged into two boards, one for SPEAKER 1 (main) and the other for SPEAKER 2 (remote). Unscrew each terminal, slip the bare wire at the free end of the speaker lead into the vertical hole of the terminal, and screw back to grip the bare wire intact. (Note: if necessary, after stripping each end of speaker leads to attain a bare wire, twist the bare strands together so it will be easy to insert and also prevent shorting among stray strands). Make sure the positive (+) lead of each speaker is connected to the (+) terminal and the ground (–) lead to the (–) terminal, and right to RIGHT and left to LEFT.

Turntable Connection
If your turntable comes with RCA-type plugs on output cables, connect them correctly to corresponding RIGHT and LEFT jacks of PHONO inputs. If there is ground (earth) cable emerging from the turntable besides the output cables, connect it to the ground screw terminal marked GND or ×. If your turntable comes with a DIN plug on output cable, simply plug in to the DIN socket marked PHONO 1.

Note: To avoid loss of high frequency due to excessively long output cables, shielded cables not exceeding 10 feet (3 meters) in length should be used to connect your turntable. Usually, cables supplied with your turntable are sufficient. Make sure your turntable comes with a regular magnetic cartridge.

Tuner Connection
Connect the outputs of your stereo tuner to the LEFT and RIGHT TUNER input terminals on the rear panel with shielded cables. If you have another tuner, connect it to AUX terminals.

Aux Connection
Two sets of AUX input terminals are provided for connection of equipment such as tape deck without recording facility (e.g., 8-track player deck). Connect the output cables of such equipment to input terminals in the same manner as the tuner.

TAPE Recorder Connection
A facility for tape recorder is referred to as TAPE MONITOR and is used in conjunction with the monitor control on the front panel. It is also used when your tape recorder has a separate playback head (i.e., tape recorder normally equipped with three heads). Your tape recorder can be a real-to-real deck, a cassette recorder deck or a 8-track cartridge recorder deck. If the tape recorder comes with RCA-type plug, connect input cables to corresponding TAPE MONITOR jacks marked OUT AND output cables to the jacks marked IN. Input jacks IN are for playing back pre-recorded tape and output jacks OUT are for recording programs such as broadcasts, records and five sounds.

Power Supply Connection
For power the unit requires the normal house electrical current (AC). Simply plug the unit to a wall outlet.

If in any doubt about connecting to the power source, consult a qualified electrician. If you live in U.K. and your unit comes with 3-core cord without a plug, be sure to read the page 7 of this manual before connecting to power.
Features & Function Controls

**BASS CONTROL** - regulates low frequency sounds, as desired, to suit personal taste, speaker characteristics, etc. The center position gives normal flat frequency response. Rotating clockwise increases the bass, and counterclockwise reduces the bass.

**BASS TURNOVER SWITCH** - allows you to defeat the bass control by setting at OUT, or let you select two frequency ranges (so-called roll-off curves) at low frequencies at which bass control will be effective. "300Hz" for normal roll-off and "200Hz" for roll-off at lower range.

**TREBLE TURNOVER SWITCH** - allows you to defeat the treble control by setting at OUT for a flat response, or let you select two frequency ranges at high frequencies at which treble control will be effective. "2kHz" for normal roll-off and "4kHz" for roll-off at higher range.

**FUNCTION SELECTOR CONTROL** - enables you to select the function you desire from PHONO 1, PHONO 2, TUNER, AUX 1 and AUX 2.

**LOUDNESS SWITCH** - in ON position activates a circuit which boosts low and high frequency sounds at low volume control settings. This compensates for the aural loss of sensitivity to bass and treble notes at low listening levels. However, leave the switch OUT at normal and high volume settings to prevent booming noise or overload on some speakers.

**VOLUME CONTROL** - regulates the volume level of all channels simultaneously. Rotate the knob clockwise to increase the volume and counterclockwise to decrease.

**POWER SWITCH** - performs the function as its name denotes. It supplies power to the unit and to any switched AC outlets. When the switch is ON, the pilot light will be illuminated. Note: Sound will not come out for about 10 seconds due to the relay protection circuit used to prevent loud pop noises when the switch is pushed ON.

**HEADDONES JACK** - simple plug in your stereo headphones lead to the receptacles for private listening. Turn to OFF the speakers control. If you are listening to the headphones only.

**HEADPHONES JACK** - simple plug in your stereo headphones lead to the receptacles for private listening. Turn to OFF the speakers control. If you are listening to the headphones only.

**SPEAKERS CONTROL** - allows you to select your speaker systems for activation, OFF to deactivate all speaker systems when such as listening to your headphones privately. 1 to activate your speaker systems connected to SPKR-1 terminals on the rear chasis. 2 to activate your systems connected to SPKR-2. 1+2 to activate both systems SPKR-1 and SPKR-2. 5+6 to activate speaker matrix for simulated 4-channel sound using both SPKR-1 and SPKR-2 systems.

**SUBSONIC FILTER** - allows you to cut out undesirable noise characteristics which may exist on subsonic frequencies. Normally used with records.

**LOW FILTER** - allows you to reduce the low frequency response whenever you wish to minimize annoying record and tape rumble, etc. However, normally leave the switch OUT for optimum frequency reproduction.

**HIGH FILTER** - allows you to reduce high frequency interference whenever you wish to clear annoying record scratches, tape hiss, FM background noise, etc. Normally leave the switch OUT for optimum frequency reproduction.

**MONITOR CONTROL** - allows you to playback, monitor, and dub one or each other two tape recorders. "1 = 2" to dub the tape recorder connected to MONITOR 1 by the tape recorder connected to MONITOR 2: "2 = 1" to dub the other way around. "1" to playback the tape recorder connected to MONITOR 1, and "2" to playback the tape recorder connected to MONITOR 2. Set to "SOURCE" position whenever tape recorder is not being played but other material is being played. If your tape recorders have separate playback heads, "1" and "2" positions can be used as monitors when recording; setting to either of this position will allow you to listen to program as actually being recorded.

**BALANCE CONTROL** - regulates the relative sound outputs from each channel. Normally the control is adjusted to provide the effect of mono signal coming from a single point midway between the speakers. When balanced in this way, the optimum stereo effect will be achieved. Rotate clockwise for increase in sound level from the right channel, and counter-clockwise for the left channel.

**AUDIOT MUTE SWITCH** - allows you to reduce the level of volume for momentary quieting when you do not wish to change the volume setting but must lower volume temporarily.

**MODE CONTROL** - "LEFT" to operate only the sound from the left channel coming out from both speaker systems; "RIGHT" for the right channel only; "STEREO" for stereophonic operation, and "REVERSE" for reversing the left and right channels of stereophonic sound. "L + R" to activate monophonic operation. "LEFT" and "RIGHT" positions allow you to test each channel or compare each other. "REVERSE" position allows you to change listening effects: "STEREO" and "L + R" positions depend upon program source - stereophonic or monophonic.
**Ground (Earth)**
Connect the GROUND source terminals provided on the rear panel to provide means for all equipment chassis to be at the same potential in a Hi-Fi installation.

**Convenience AC Outlet**
The outlets marked SWITCHED on the rear panel provide power and switching control to whatever component you may wish to connect to the unit. For example, if you connect the power cord of your record player to the outlet, the record player will be activated and deactivated by the power switch on the unit.

**Phono Input Sensitivity & Impedance Selectors**
Set to either 2 mV, 4 mV or 8 mV for sensitivity, and to 33 Ohms, 50 ohms and 100 ohms for impedance depending on specification of your cartridge. If specification does not correspond exactly, set to nearest value as is satisfactory in each setting covers a range to extend.

**Preamp Out and Main Amp in Recepiptacles**
There are pairs of terminals marked Preamp OUT and MAIN AMP IN, connected with a pair of jumper pins on the rear chassis. Normally with the pin in place, your receiver is the combined equipment of integrated preamplifier and main-amplifier sections. However, by removing the jumper pins, your unit in essence becomes two independent components consisting of one preamplifier and one main-amplifier. These receptacles are intended for use with any necessary equipment designed to be installed between the preamplifier and the main-amplifier or for separate use of either section alone. Such equipment as electronic audio equalizer or reverberation unit can be used, or another pre-amplifier or main-amplifier may be hooked up. Simply disconnect the jumper pins and follow the instructions supplied with the accessory equipment. When no auxiliary equipment is being used, the jumper pins MUST be installed in place in order to use your amplifier.

**Turntable**
Push the function switch PHONO 1 if you wish to operate the turntable connected to the PHONO 1 terminal, or set to PHONO 2 if you wish to operate the turntable connected to the PHONO 2 terminal. This equipment has input sensitivity and impedance settings to accommodate a variety of magnetic cartridges.

**Tuner**
The function switch to the TUNER position, and set the mode control to "STEREO" or "L + R" depending upon the program selected. Use all other controls and switches according to taste and listening conditions. Set to the AUX if your tuner is connected to AUX terminals.

**Tape Playback**
To listen to a playback of pre-recorded tape, turn the monitor control to 1 or 2, depending on which TAPE MONITOR terminal the tape recorder is connected. The setting of the function switch is irrelevant in this case and may be left at any position.

**Recorder**
You may record with your tape recorder any program materials that can be played through this unit. Push the function switch to RECORDER, PHONO 1, PHONO 2, AUX 1 and AUX 2 depending on which program you wish to record, and operate the tape recorder while listening to the program. Always leave the monitor control at SOURCE if your tape recorder has no separate playback head. Follow up the instructions supplied with the accessory equipment. When no auxiliary equipment is being used, the jumper pins MUST be installed in place in order to use your amplifier.

**Hum and Noise**
In any high fidelity installation, hum may be caused by the interconnection of a record player, tuner and amplifier, and speakers as result of the cables, different grounds or locations of components. If hum is experienced with your unit, disconnect everything but the speakers from the unit. If the hum persists, reverse the power plug at the power source. Plug in the record player and if hum or howling appears, reverse the record player power plug or re-mount the record player away from the speakers as much as possible. Note hum may also be induced by defective connecting cables or by running these cables too close to a strong AC field.

**Operation**
Setting at the SOURCE position will permit you to listen to the input source. Thus, with the monitor control you must monitor or compare the recording being made with the source being recorded. When dubbing, only the tape recorder that is recording will be monitored.

**Note:** You will not obtain any sound if the monitor control is set at 1 or 2 unless the tape recorder has a separate playback head. Also, volume, bass, treble and balance controls of this unit will have no effect upon the recording, so you should use the controls on the tape recorder.

**Tape Dubbing**
To record off dubbing the tape recorder connected to MONITOR 1 by the tape recorder connected to MONITOR 2, turn the monitor control to 1 - 2. Set to 2 - 1 if the other way around. When dubbing only the tape recorder that is recording will be monitored.

**AUX**
Turn the function switch to either AUX 1 or AUX 2 depending on which equipment you wish to play. Adjust volume, balance, bass and treble controls to suit your personal tastes and listening conditions.

**Micophone & Mixing**
Make sure your microphone is of sufficient dynamic type with high impedance of around 50 ohms. Plug the microphone into the MIC jack and push ON the MIXING level control. You can adjust the sound level from microphone by turning the level control. Play any program from AM, FM, records or tape, and mix your voice or other live sound with such program for special entertainment through speakers or headphones.

**Note:** Do not place the microphone close to speakers or turn the volume up, as howling may be caused. The microphone sound will come out from both left and right speakers.

**Exclusive Note for U.K.**
If your unit comes with a 3-core cable without a plug, make certain live, neutral and (where appropriate) earth leads are connected to the proper terminals. Check that the terminals are screwed down firmly and no loose strands of wire are present. Warning: This apparatus must be earthed.

**Important:** The wires in this mains lead are colour-coded in accordance with the following code:
- **Green/Yellow:** Earth
- **Blue:** Neutral
- **Brown:** Live

As the colours of the wires in the main lead of this apparatus may not correspond with the colour markings identifying the terminals in your plug proceed as follows. The wire which is coloured GREEN/YELLOW must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter E or by the safety earth symbol ▼. The other wire which is coloured GREEN or GREEN/YELLOW. The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter N or coloured BLUE or BLACK. The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the terminal which is marked with the letter L or coloured BROWN or RED. The apparatus must be protected by a 3 Amp fuse if a 13 Amp (BS 1363) plug is used. If another type of plug is used a 5 Amp fuse or lower must be used, either in the plug or adapter or at the distribution board.
PROTECTION
This equipment is protected by a special automatic resettable protection circuit and the fuses installed inside the chassis. If the unit fails to operate when plugged in and turned on or if it suddenly becomes completely inoperative while playing (i.e. one or both speakers are silent regardless of speaker switches and function selector control position), the protection circuit is probably activated due to an overload condition such as shorting by stranded speaker wires at the speaker terminals. Once the fault is found and corrected, the protection circuit will be deactivated automatically and the unit will work. Caution: If the unit does not operate, or if it becomes inoperative within a short time, consult your dealer or a ROTEL service center.

Specifications
Power Amplifier Section:
Continuous Power Output . . . 70 Watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.3% total harmonic distortion
Harmonic Distortion ............ 0.3% maximum at rated power output from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Intermodulation Distortion . . . 0.05% at 1 kHz, rated power output –1dB
Frequency Response ............ 4 to 100,000 Hz, –1dB at 1 watt per channel
Input Sensitivity/Impedance . . 980 mV/33kohms
Damping Factor ................. 70 ± 10%
Speaker Impedance ............. 4 to 16 ohms, 1 or 2; 8 to 16 ohms, 1 + 2
Pre-Amplifier Section:
Output Voltage/Impedance ... 980mV/100 ohms 2 V maximum
Harmonic Distortion ............ Less than 0.08% at rated output voltage
Frequency Response ............ 3 to 50,000 Hz ±1dB
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Phono 1, 2 ................. More than 75dB (1HF “A” network closed circuit)
Tape, Tuner, Aux 1, 2 ....... More than 95dB (1HF “A” network closed circuit)
Residual Noise ................. Less than 1mV
Input Sensitivity/Impedance
Phono 1, 2 ................. 0.5 mV/30, 50, 100 kohms (Adjustable)
Tape, Tuner, Aux 1, 2 ....... 150 mV/50 kohms
Output Level
Tape Out (RCA Jack) ............ 270 mV/2.7 kohms
Tape Out (DIN Jack) ............ 60 mV/80 kohms
Phono Overload ................. More than 200mV at 0.3% total harmonic distortion
Phono Equalization ............ RIAA STD ±0.5 dB
Tone Controls
Bass at 100 Hz ................. ±10 dB (400 Hz turnover)
Treble at 10 kHz ............... ±7 dB (2 kHz turnover)
Filters
High ................. 12 dB/oct at 7 kHz
Low ................. 12 dB/oct at 70 Hz, 15 Hz (subsonic)
Audio Muting ................. –15 dB
Crosstalk ................. 50 dB overall

General Information
Power Consumption ............ 530 watts (maximum)
Dimensions (overall) ........... 430(W) x 140(H) x 380(D) mm
Weight (net) .................... 13 kg/29 lbs.

Semiconductors Used
Transistors ..................... 38
Diode ......................... 14

Note: For future improvements features, specifications or appearance may be subject to change without prior notification.
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